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Abstract 
Aiming at the shortage of existed forecasting system and knowledge feature in forecasting system, Forecasting 
system based on knowledge Model are established from the point of task knowledge, domain knowledge and 
inference knowledge by way of knowledge oriented . The method makes forecasting system have steady knowledge 
structure and more suitable to prediction of complicated events. 
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1. Introduction 
Forecast is judgments of the future and the unknown status of the object results in advance based on 
historical and current available information by using mastered knowledge and techniques[1]. Forecasting 
system is realization of prediction theory and methods in the computer, that is, people uses computers, 
artificial intelligence and other technologies together to help users forecast and analysis of computer 
support systems[2]. There are hundreds of models and methods in the forecast fields though the continuous 
efforts of forecasting professionals, of which tens of kinds of commonly used. However, as the uncertainty 
of the real world, the current forecast system to help people solve the prediction problem as an effective 
tool is increasingly showing its limitations [3]-[5]:
.Ł The prediction result is ideal because reasoning process of simple forecast problem is generally 
fixed. 
ł The various forecast knowledge is stored in the same knowledge base in traditional prediction 
systems, which makes efficiency of knowledge acquisition and utilization is low. 
(3) Utilization efficiency of the field knowledge for forecast event is not high. 
Aiming at the above shortcomings forecast system, the management idea of f knowledge model is 
introduced to forecast system, forecast system based on knowledge management is established by using the 
methods of knowledge-oriented organization, which makes the forecast system has good architecture. 
Prediction system is described in detail in the knowledge model and reasoning. 
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2.  Knowledge model 
2.1 The concept of knowledge 
Knowledge model from knowledge-oriented view is used to explain the type and structure of 
knowledge in detail during the period of task implementation. Different components of knowledge play 
different role to solve problems. Knowledge is the independence of these roles, which takes the form that 
people, can understand [6].
A knowledge model consists of three parts; each part contains a set of related knowledge structures:  
(1) Field knowledge: it is the information type and specific field knowledge that is discussed in one 
application.  
(2) Reasoning knowledge:  it is uses the basic reasoning step of field knowledge.  
(3)Task knowledge: It describes the objectives that an application to be achieved, and how to 
decompose the task into sub tasks to achieve these goals. 
The research of knowledge management model is the knowledge management process of people 
understanding in-depth. Starting with forms, levels, such as dynamic flow mechanism of Knowledge in the 
organization's existing, the management model based on knowledge studies how to effectively manage 
knowledge. 
2.2 Summary of the knowledge model prediction 
Knowledge play an important role of in knowledge-intensive task, and prediction task in the forecast 
system can be regarded as knowledge-intensive task. The required Knowledge model in forecast system 
offers data and specification of knowledge structure for forecast system. The entire development process of 
knowledge model becomes the part of forecast system analysis. 
Knowledge category of prediction model is shown as Figure 1 
Figure 1 Knowledge category of prediction model 
3. Study on Forecasting system Based on knowledge Model 
3.1 The working process of forecast system˖
The major working step of forecast system is as follows: 
(1) Determining the purpose of prediction: the purpose of prediction is not same, the needed 
information that is also different. Collect the necessary information is collected after confirming definite 
forecast direction.  
(2) Collecting analysis information: Accurate forecast information is the basis for forecasting, the large, 
comprehensive and systematic information of the original data must grasp before prediction. 
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(3) Refining major factor: using theoretical and mathematical tools, the system is analyzed the basis of 
the existed fact and data to analyze which is known quantity and which is unknown quantity. 
 (4) Data preprocessing: According to forecasting goals and characteristics of the original time series, 
the original data is preprocessed in accordance with the preliminary selection and requirements of the 
original model before predicting. 
 (5)The prediction task is completed according to the selected forecast model. 
 (6) Comprehensive analysis: The predicted results are put into the framework of professional domain 
knowledge, and then the result is verified. The result is given to the user with simple and intuitive way. 
3.2 knowledge characteristics in forecast system 
Knowledge has the following characteristic of in forecast system 
 (1) Various prediction models and their reasoning process are the most basic components .of 
knowledge in the forecast system  
 (2) Field knowledge is the core of effective knowledge to predict. It is one of effective way to getting 
ideal result with the close combination field knowledge of prediction problem and reasoning experience of 
prediction system. 
 (3) Facing changeful environment influenced by many factors, the prediction for complicated events 
are very difficult. Therefore, the forecast of complicated events, often need to utilize the comprehensive 
forecast model to complete complex reasoning process. How to organize effectively forecast model, is the 
one of challenge for forecast system. 
3.3 The construction of forecast knowledge model based on knowledge 
For the knowledge dense type task in knowledge engineering, task divides into analysis task and 
intensive task. The difference of two tasks lies in the running “system”. System is an abstract concept, 
which represents the applying object for the task. The task in forecast system is an analysis task, this 
implies that the related data of system as input and he features of the system as output. Forecast system 
describes the time states at some future point by analyzing behavior in the current system. When the 
forecast system receives a prediction, the system usually used to decompose the prediction task by a 
continuous method, at the same time refining domain knowledge to deal with assumptions made by 
domain knowledge, that is, task combines with field knowledge through the mapping of inference and 
domain. Therefore, knowledge model is constructed from outside to inside, namely, it begins from both 
tasks and fields knowledge, and then improves the reasoning process. 
Taking time series as example, Knowledge model is constructed. Time sequence is gotten according to 
time orders, which are integer value or real number to changing with time. Time series forecasting system 
makes a long-term or short-term forecast in the reasonable circumstances by analyzing the trend, cycle, 
seasonal and the change of irregular components for time series. 
(1) Task knowledge 
Task knowledge is to describe achieved goals of knowledge system and the adopted strategy of 
knowledge category to achieve the objectives. Tasks and task method play a major role in the course of 
describing task. Task defines a reasoning goal through the way of input – output. Task method described 
how to decompose the task into functions and achieve the control by performing sub-functions 
Task decomposition graph of time series in prediction system is shown as Fig.2  
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Figure 2. Task decomposition of time series in prediction system 
(2) Field knowledge 
Field knowledge describes the main static field of information and knowledge objects in .an application. 
A description of domain knowledge is usually composed of two parts: field mode and knowledge base. 
Field mode briefly describes specific areas of knowledge and information though type definition. 
Knowledge base contains description of detailed instances in one field mode. For a knowledge intensive 
system modeling, the major structure is concepts, relations and rule types. 
    The rules type is used to model structure in time series forecasting system.    
Figure 3 is graphical representation of the knowledge rules type in time series forecasting system.
Figure 3 Rule type knowledge of time series prediction 
It can be seen that an instance standing for the type of field knowledge is stored in the Knowledge Base 
from figure 3. Field knowledge of time series prediction usually includes the background, the purpose of 
forecasting, the original data features of time series and model selection. The condition of constraint is 
usually stored in some of the rules of Knowledge instance, and figure 3 gives the ARIMA model as an 
example. 
The separation of "Domain model" and the "knowledge base" means that the "knowledge acquisition" 
re-interpreted at least a two-step process: (1) Defining a knowledge type, such as the rule type. (2) 
Extracting this type of instance, and putting them in the Knowledge Base. This is usually a two-step 
feedback loop between the two steps. The definition of feedback type can be regard as the assumptions of a 
specific knowledge structure. Function of knowledge extraction process is taken by us to answer whether 
this form of (sufficient) knowledge to determine the authenticity of assumptions. 
(3)Reasoning Knowledge 
ķseveral related concepts 
Dynamic role: reasoning input and output in run-time 
Static roles: a collection of domain knowledge for reasoning. 
Transfer function: it is one information function, which describing the conversion between themes and 
the outside world in the knowledge model. 
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ĸreasoning structure of knowledge model  
Figure 4 is a forecast inference structure diagram of time series, in which must follow these rules: 
z Rectangles denote dynamic knowledge roles 
z Ellipse is reasoning 
z rounded box symbol used to indicate the transfer function 
z Static knowledge roles are written between two parallel lines. 
Building blocks of the system are formed by reasoning, which confirms the basic reasoning steps and 
performed field tasks. Reasoning set specifies basic reasoning ability in prediction system. Reasoning in 
reasoning structure can be continue to decomposed when necessary, which is one of reason that adopted 
the method from outside to inside to complete the construction of  knowledge model in forecast system. 
Figure 4.reasoning structure of time series prediction 
4. Conclusions 
This thesis mainly analyzes three knowledge categories of knowledge model: task knowledge, field 
knowledge and reasoning knowledge. Knowledge model of time series is constructed, which combined 
with the characteristics of prediction system. Complex event prediction of "internal controls" requirements 
is described in the internal knowledge model.  
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